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Engine (03.00)

Air Charging (03.12)
Description
Air Induction System
The intake air is filtered and then goes through two mass air flow (MAF) meters. The signals from the MAF meters are 
supplied to the PCMs and are used with other signals to calculate the correct amount of fuel. The correct air/fuel ratio is 
approximately 14.3 parts of air to 1.0 part fuel, by weight. The air then passes through the two throttle bodies into the six-
branch inlet manifolds.

Specifications
Torque Figures
Description Nm  (lb. / ft.)
Air box cover 1.5-2.0 1.5
Outlet pipe 1.5-2.0 1.5
Air box mountings 2.5-3.5 2-2.5
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Maintenance
Air Filter

Remove

16. Raise the vehicle and make it safe. 
17. Remove the road wheel(s).
18. Remove the front undertray.
19. Remove the screws (x3). Pull the front part of the wheel 

arch liner down to get access to the air filter box.

20. Remove the bolts (x7) and remove the filter box cover.

21. Remove the air filter.

22. Do steps 18 to 20 again for the second air filter.
Install
1. Push the air filter onto the filter adaptor. Install the box 

cover. Torque bolts to 1.5-2.0 Nm.

2. Install the front section of the wheel arch liner.
3. Install the front undertray.
4. Install the road wheel(s) (Refer to ’Torque Tightening of 

Road Wheel Nuts’, page 4-4-7).

Repair Operation Time (ROT)
Item Code
Air Filter Renew LH

RH
03.12.CB
03.12.DB

If you use a two-post vehicle lift, remove the screws that 
attach the rear part of the road wheel arch liner. Hold back 
the rear part of the road wheel arch liner to let you put the 

foot of the vehicle lift in the correct position.
(Refer to ’Jacking Points’, page I-I-IX)

1.5-2.0 Nm. (x7)
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Air Filter Box

Remove

1. Raise the vehicle and make it safe. 
2. Remove the front undertray.
3. Remove the road wheel and the arch liner for the 

correct air filter box.
4. Disconnect the electrical connector.

5. Disconnect the air outlet and inlet pipes.

6. Remove the air filter box mounting bracket (x1) and 
mounting bolts (x2). Withdraw the air filter box.

7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 for the second air filter.
Install
1. Put the air filter box into position and install the 

attachment bolts.

2. Connect the outlet and the inlet pipes.

3. Connect the electrical connector.
4. Install the wheel arch liner and the front undertray.
5. Install the road wheel(s) (Refer to ’Torque Tightening of 

Road Wheel Nuts’, page 4-4-7).

Repair Operation Time (ROT)
Item Code
Air Box Renew LH

RH
03.12.AB
03.12.BB

If you use a two-post vehicle lift, remove the screws that 
attach the rear part of the road wheel arch liner. Hold back 
the rear part of the road wheel arch liner to let you put the 

foot of the vehicle lift in the correct position.
(Refer to ’Jacking Points’, page I-I-IX)

For the outlet pipe: - Remove the attachment screw. Twist 
the outlet pipe and pull away.

For the outlet pipe: - Insert and twist then install the 
attachment screw.




